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ABSTRACT
This study examined the assumption that language

expression and reading performance are related processes. Subjects
included a total of 676 nine-year-old children of heterogeneous
socioeconomic status, intelligence, and achievement levels. Verbal
fluency was defined as being a measure of associative verbal encoding
(a/v/e), wherein children give single word associations to a st4ulus
word. Two hypotheses were examined: (1) a/v/e would improve with
training, and (2) associated with a/v/e would be concomitant
improvement in reading achievement. Training in a/v/e involved
encouraging subjects to give as many responses as possible to the
stimulus words. Two training periods were held daily and conducted by
the regular classroom teacher. Only two verbal stimulus Words were
presented at any one time. In the control classes an equivalent time
block was devoted to general language arts instruction. Subjects were
unaware that an experiment was in progress. Results showed the
experimental group improved in a/v/e, vocabulary, comprehension, and
total reading performance. It was also determined that a/v/e could be
reliably quantified and measured. (HOD)
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Th4:4 study examined empaicatty the middy held
assumption that tanguage expAe44ion and heading peqoAm-
ance ane Actated processes. A AUZa6te mea4uhe otS
tanguage peASoAmance, associative veAbae encoding (a/v/e)
wa4 developed. Sub-sequent expekanentation indicated
that the measure cotacetated 4igni6icantty with teading
achievement. "Raining in Language peaSoAmance resulted
in imooved achievement in both tanguage expteasion and
heading. Imptication4 ol6 the 4.tudy we/Le con4ideAed both
themeticatty and Shorn an educationatty phaCticat point
o6 thitco.

inttoduc,tion

This study represents an attempt to add to the empirical data

available in basic.research in reading. The theoretical rationale which

constituted the basis for the research was related to the general hypo-

thesis that language ability is an important concomitant of reading

success. Although this appears to be a widely held assumption in the

literature, there seems to be all too little supportive empirical evidence

and what data there are appear to be equivocal, if not contradictory

(Weintraub, 1968).

In order to examine the rationale underlying the study it seems

necessary first to consider the processes involved in reading. There

seems to be a growing consensus in the literature that reading behavior

is a cognitive-function a cognitive search for meaning, in fact. both

brown (1970) and Smith (1970) have suggested the possibility'that the

skilled reader engages in a highly selective sampling of visual data and
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that he combines these data with his linguistic knowledge of semantic,

syntactic and within-word orthographic constrains in order to construct

hypotheses as to the meaning inherent in printed material. Hochberg

(1970) supported this position in stating that rapid reading is ascribed

to effective sampling abilities in a cognitive search for meaning.

Hochberg felt that this observation was consistent with the empirical

finding that one observable difference between skilled and unskilled

readers is in the number of fixations required to take in a line of text,

the skilled reader using fewer fixations and larger saccades, thus appear-

ing to sample information rather than to read in a letter-by-letter or

word-by-word sequence. Levin and Williams (1970), also noted that reading

may be tied to information processing. According to them, the reader

samples the cues on the printed page and, using these partial cues, forms

hypotheses as to meanings whicWare confirmed or disconfirmed by subse-

quent samplings.

Another factor bearing on the rationale of the present study is

the notion that linguistic performance might well be a function of

retrieval of information already in storage (Nickelson, 19701 Vicory &

Asher, 1966), and that improvement in any facet.oUlinguistic performance,

either that of decoding or encoding, might well be related to response

availability or to an easily accessible verbal repertoire within an

individual's linguistic competence. This seems consonant with Staat's

assertion (1968) that word associatidn sequences that an individual has

acquired in his general language experience are part of the learning that

produces skilled teading performancowith Ruddoil's suggestion (1970).
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that there is a relationship between comprehension and lexical

periormance; with Samuel's notion (1970) of a relationship between an

individual's response availability of words to reading success; with

Singer's inclusion (1970) of word meaning as a basic element in both

power and speed of readingand with Venezky's and Calfree's hypothesis

(1970) than an associative word store is one of the key components of

reading success.

Under this rationale, a readily available verbal repertoire would

seem to be an essential component in any theory of reading which suggests

that reading is essentially a process of hypothesis-testing behavior in

the subject's cognitive search for meaning. An even more intriguing

extension.of this idea is that language performance, specifically the

decoding process of reading and the encoding process of language expres-

sion, might both reflect linguistic competence - an underlying, biologi-

cally based structure which is shared by all members of the species

(Chomsky, 1965). Related to this is the positing by many linguists that

a deep level of linguistic competence at which an utterance is conceived

is neutral with regard to its ultimate expression as oral speech, writing,

reading, or thought (Frances, 1970). Within this frame of reference, then,

improvement in one aspect of language performance reflecting linguistic

competence might well result in improvement in another.

Me,thod

One aspect of language performance which has long been a matter

of concern in education and psychology is verbal fluency. Rarely, however!

hes it boon examined empirically in relation to reading achievement
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although, as has been noted, several researchers have suggested a possible

connection between a subject's verbal repertoire and success in reading.

Little empirical evidence, however, has been forthcoming in support of the

Various hypotheses that relate verbal fluency to reading achievement. This

study, therefore, was designed to examine this relationship empirically.

The total number of subjects used in all phases of the study was

676. All subjects were nine-year-old childrea attending school in the

Greater Victoria area on southern Vancouver Island, British Columbia,

Canada, and represented a heterogeneous sample'in terms of socio-economic

status, intelligence, and achievement levels.

In the study, verbal fluency was defined as being a measure of

associative verbal encoding (a/v/e), an aspect of language performance

wherein children give single word associations to a stimulus word in

order to establish a measure of verbal fluency (associative verbal

encoding).

A major, primary problem associated with any study:of language

performance is the provision of a valid and reliable measure of the

variable of interest, in the case of this study, associative verbal

encoding (a/v/e).

Two forms of a test of associative verbal encodirig, therefore,

were constructed in or4cq7 to obtain a measure of a/v/e for each ev)409t

(Nickelson, 1972). Estimates of reliability by test-retest, equivalent

forms, and internal consistency ranged from .90 to .95.

Significant positive correlations in the order of .60(p < 401)

were found to exist between the measure of a/v/e and-three measures of
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reading achievement'as assessed by the Metropolitan Achievement Test,

Elementary Reading, Form C (1961), (N m 144). . Although no cause-effect

relationship could be inferred from these data, it appeared that associ-

ative verbal encoding and reading achievement wore functionally related

Processes.

A basic question, of course, remained: if one facet of language

performance, associative verbal encoding, could be improved would achieve-

ment in another aspect of language performance, the decoding process of

reading, for example, be enhanced? It was to an examination of this

question that the final part of this study was directed.

Two hypotheses were examined:

(1), Associative verbal encoding will improve with training.

(2) Associated with improved associative verbal encoding,

if it occurs, will be concomitant improvement in reading

achievement.

Subjects for this phase of the study numbered 423. There were

209 girls and 214 boys, in fourteen randomly selected classes. Only

.classes in which heterogeneous grouping had been utilized were used in

the study. Classes were randomly assigned to treatment or control condi-

tions and class means were used as the basic datum.

Training of a/v/e involved encouraging subjects to giveas many

responses as possible to the stimulup words. Noble's production method

(1952) was used in training Ss. The total training program involved 96

words not included in the two forms of the test of a/v/e taken from

Mickelson's Table of Meaningfulness (1969). Two training Periods were
. r
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held daily and were conducted by the regular classroom teacher. Only

two verbal stimulus words were presented at any one time in the training

sessions. Subjects were encouraged to give as many responses as possible

to each stimulus word in one minute. At the end of each training session,

',each subject recorded on a chart the number of responses he had made to

the stimulus words. In the control classes, an equivalent time block

was devoted to general language arts instruction. Training in the exper-

imental classes was carried out by the regular classroom teacher as was

the language arts instruction in the control groups. Subjects were

unaware that an experiment was in progress. All testing was done by the

experimenter in all classes, both control and experimental.

In each of the analyseS, a/v/e, vocabulary, comprehension, and

total reading performance, only the main treatment effect reached an

acceptable level of significance (p < .001). There were no significant

sex differences and no significant interaction effects. These results

were interpreted as supporting the general hypotheses 'of the study. It

would appear that associative verbal encoding is an aspect of language

performance which can be reliably quantified and measured. Furthermore,

associative verbal encoding appears to improve with training. In this

study, associated with improved associative verbal encoding, was a con-

comitant improvement in reading achievement, specifically in knowledge

of vocabulary, comprehension, and over-all reading performance.

Conctu4ion and ImptiedVen4

As Levin and Williams (1070) noted, basic research is predicated

on the belief that a more complete understanding of the phenomena in
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question is in itself a worthy goal. They note an additional criterion

for applied educational research, however: that of its relevance to the

educational enterprise in providing a set of principles and generaliza-

tions that would be generally and immediately useful.

Implications of the present study are speculative in terms of the

theoretical rationale provided but would seem to lend support to the

notion that one aspect of language performance the encoding process of

associative fluency, is related to another, the decoding process of

reading. Continuing research for a greater understanding of psycho-

linguistic processes and their inter-relationships would appear to con-

stitute an educational and psychological imperative. At the same time,

however, the results appear relevant to the educational setting immediate-

The present study was carried out in.the subject's natural

educatiOnal environment. Training of associative verbal encoding was

easily handled by the classroom teacher. It would seem that by encour-

aging children to become fluent in verbalizing an already acquired

linguistic repertoire, teachers might well be providing their pupils

with a technique for access to word association sequences. Such access

would appear to be one of the domponents.of reading success and therefore

constitutes a worthwhile educational endeavor.
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